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Abstract  

Computational ECG (electrocardiogram) analysis enables accurate and faster diagnosis and early 

prediction of heart failure related symptoms (heart failure worsening). Machine learning, particularly 

deep learning, has been applied for ECG data successfully. The previous applications, however, either 

mainly focused on classifying occurrent, known patterns of on-going heart failure or heart failure 

related diseases such arrhythmia, which have undesirable predictability beforehand, or emphasizing 

on data from pre-processed public database data. In this dissertation, we developed an approach, 

however, does not fully capitalize on the potential of deep learning, which directly learns important 

features from raw input data without relying on a priori knowledge. Here, we present a deep transfer 

learning pipeline which combines an image-based pretrained deep neural network model with 

manifold learning to predict the precursors of heart failure (heart failure-worsening and recurrent heart 

failure related re-hospitalization) using raw ECG time series from wearable devices.  

In this dissertation, we used the unprocessed real-life ECG data from the SENTINEL-HF study by 

Dovancescu, et al. to predict the precursors of heart failure worsening. To extract rich features from 

ECG time series, we took a deep transfer learning approach where 1D time-series of five heartbeats 

were transformed to 2D images by Gramian Angular Summation Field (GASF) and then the pretrained 

models, VGG19 were used for feature extraction. Then, we applied UMAP (Uniform Manifold 

Approximation and Projection) to capture the manifold of the standardized feature space and reduce 

the dimension, followed by SVM (Support Vector Machine) training. Using our pipeline, we 

demonstrated that our classifier was able to predict heart failure worsening with 92.1% accuracy, 92.9% 

precision, 92.6% recall and F1 score of 0.93 bypassing the detection of known abnormal ECG patterns.  

In conclusion, we demonstrate the feasibility of early alerts of heart failure by predicting the precursor 

of heart failure worsening based on raw ECG signals. We expected that our approached provided an 

innovative method to assess the recovery and successfulness for the treatment patient received 

during the first hospitalization, to predict whether recurrent heart failure is likely to occur, and to 

evaluate whether the patient should be discharged. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 The develop of machine learning 

The history of machine learning and artificial intelligence can be tracked back to the 1950s, when 

Arthur Samuel was working at International Business Machines Corporation (IBM), he brought up, 

and later examined the idea that computer algorithms can be programed to learn from itself and 

improve with better performance with continuously training1. Unfortunately, until the day he passed 

away, at July 29th 1990, the development of theories and algorithms in machine learning had been 

promoting in a sluggish pace. In the contemporary age, particularly in the past two decades, the merits 

of machine learning have been paid much more attention under the spotlight. Applications and 

improvements sprang up like mushrooms in various fields and all sorts of studies. Instead of existed 

only in textbooks and theories, the concept of machine learning and artificial intelligence have been 

introduced to public and started influencing people’s daily life. Recent progress in machine learning, 

particularly deep learning has shown that, in fields that involves analysis of complex, large and/or high 

dimensional dataset, such as image classification, audio recognition, and games, computer (artificial 

intelligence) has the ability to outperform human, and the application of machine learning and artificial 

intelligence have significantly increased people’s quality of life2-8. It not only brought benefits to 

people’s daily life, but also changed the opinion of entertainment. In 2016, DeepMind Technologies 

introduced AlphaGo, a deep learning based Go game artificial intelligence, which later successively 

defeated Korean chess player Lee Se-dol and Chinese chess player Ke Jie (two of the top human 

level chessmen)9-11. In 2018, OpenAI Five was developed and rewrote the history in online video 

game DOTA 2, defeating 99.4% of human players, including world championship team, in over 7000 

games12. 

In another way, in the field of medical research and healthcare, machine learning has shown 

significant potentials in the areas such as medical diagnosis, diagnostic reasoning and signal 

processing13-17. Compare with human expertise, computational analysis has extraordinary 

performance, and meanwhile has huge advantages in portability, efficiency dealing with large amount 

of data, and convenience. Deep neural networks (DNN), particularly convolutional neural networks 

(CNN)18,19 have shown their higher feasibility in medical applications in which diagnosis consists of 

observation of images, such as breast cancer classification and lung area detection with unique 
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advantages20,21. With the technique of machine learning, diagnosis of diseases becomes possible for 

people in areas with low allocation of medical resources. The development of machine learning is 

increasing people’s quality of life. However, in some fields, due to the fact that machine learning lacks 

human expertise’ breadth in experience, adjustability and knowledge, it still remains huge area of 

improvement. In novel studies such with data that hasn’t been trained yet previously, some 

abnormalities can be difficult to classify for machine learning 

1.2 Biological background of acute decompensated heart failure (ADHF), 

diagnosis, treatment, and consideration after discharge from 

hospitalization 

Acute decompensated heart failure (ADHF) is one of the major types of heart failure with 

cardiovascular worsening syndrome, triggered by insufficient pump of blood from heart to organs, and 

causes serious symptoms such as difficulty in breathing and organ failure22. It is known as a 

complication of other cardiovascular diseases, including myocardial infarction, abnormal heart rhythm 

and infection23. In the contemporary age, ADHF has been attracting more and more public attention, 

for the growing trend of having ADHF and annual increase in correlated mortality. According to national 

hospital discharge survey, in United States, the hospitalization of ADHF has been tripled from 

1,274,000 in 1979 to 3,860,000 in 2004, while approximately 20 million people is affected by ADHF 

worldwide by the year of 200924. Although the increase in the number of patients receiving treatment 

also represents the development of medical technique in diagnosis, disease screening and prevention, 

it is widely believed that the unhealthy lifestyle of people is one of the main causes of ACHF. While 

busy working/studying and neglecting the importance of exercising, modern people have a larger 

chance to be negatively influenced by long-term stress (reduction of sleep and sleep quality)25,26, 

increasing in body weight (obesity)27 and excessive sodium intake (high blood pressure)28. 

The outcome of attentionless to ADHF is life-threatening, but with proper, on-time treatment the 

risk can still be minimized. Cardiologists often carry out first-line therapies with decongestion 

approaches, such as using intravenous loop diuretics (for example, furosemide, bumetadine, and 

torsemide) to increase urine output and ease the syndrome29. Although the effectiveness of treatment 

often suggesting promising result during evaluation for discharge, recent study suggested that 

recurrent congestion, which could lead to a second HF, is still very high (51% and 27% for moderate 
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and severe congestion in the first month after discharge)30, the mortality rate after discharge is 

approximately 20%31,32. But even after receiving proper treatment, depending on the successfulness 

of treatment patients received, such as decongestion, during hospitalization, patients discharged from 

hospital can still remain high possibility to experience recurrent congestion, which could further lead 

to a second ADHF30. Therefore, it is important to accurately evaluate and predict the likelihood of 

recurrent heart failure worsening during and after discharge from hospital. 

1.3 Problem statement and strategy 

This study mainly focused on developing a methodology to predict whether it is feasible to 

accurately predict recurrent heart failure worsening. The main focus in this thesis is to develop a 

methodology that can most accurately predict beforehand, so that patient can be warned and have 

enough time to receive additional treatment when a second heart failure recur. In addition to the 

performance and accuracy of the approach, there are several other aspects that have been taken into 

consideration during this thesis: 

1) Whether it is possible to develop a system, so that patients discharged from hospital 

can take the measurement at home on their own, instead of visiting hospital for 

daily/routine evaluation? 

2) Whether current public dataset can fulfill the data demand for this project? 

3) Whether predict on heart failure worsening or classify on on-going heart failure 

patterns 

For people in rich, urban area, medical resources are adequately allocated. But for people in 

desolated regions or developing counties, regular examination and evaluation is relatively more 

difficult to be achieve. Therefore, it is important the examination/evaluation can be carried out by 

patients themselves when they are at home. It further derives two requirements. First of all, the 

procedure for data collection should be simple and user-friendly, so that people who carry out the 

procedure does not require a long learning process and can accurately acquire data without 

systematic errors. Second, the procedure that leads to the final result should be easily accessible 

without complex tests. Traditional tests for heart failure diagnosis, such as blood test, requires high 

medical and laboratory background and requisition for equipment and materials. Based on these two 
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requirements, I expected that computer aid calculation, more specifically approach involves machine 

learning could be a good media to carry out the evaluation. For one, computer aided calculation can 

be easily achieved remotely with the developed technology in the past decade. Meanwhile the 

popularization of internet makes the update in training set feasible. For another, with proper 

administration, the feedback from individual patient can enlarge the dataset and makes future 

evaluation more accurate. On the other hand, electrocardiogram (ECG) can be easily acquired with 

electrodes and used as the time series input for machine learning models, which satisfies both 

requirements. Therefore, ECG has been used as the main target for this thesis. 

This thesis mainly focused on testing the feasibility of using machine learning techniques to 

distinguish the precursor of recurrent heart failure worsening. However, almost all of current public 

datasets share some common drawbacks. First of all, due to the fact that many studies value more in 

the determination of heart failure when it occurs, the majority of public dataset contains abnormal 

heartbeat of ECG during heart failure. And because observation of ECG is also taken as one of 

diagnosis tool, these public datasets were evaluated and labeled by cardiologists, and often exhibit 

abnormality/patterns that can be visually distinguished. The lack of data beforehand makes it difficult 

to restore the scenario of before HF takes place. Furthermore, majority of public dataset included data 

when patients were diagnosing whether they had HF. However, the data that after patients discharged 

from hospital were not available. Therefore, completeness and relevance have been considered as 

two main reasons we focused the real-life dataset of SENTINEL-HF study instead of other public 

databases as primary target of this thesis. On the other aspect in the clinical perspective, prediction 

of heart failure worsening, compared with classification on on-going HF pattern, has the advantage of 

better prevention in mortality of heart failure and correlated diseases 

1.4 Application of deep learning and transfer learning on heart failure 

diagnosis and previous studies 

In the past decade, the study related to application of deep learning on heart failure diagnosis 

has been attracting public’s attention. In fact, the process of traditional diagnosis of heart failure can 

be time-consuming. It normally started with patients feel discomfort, they visit hospital and cardiologist. 

Depending on different methods been taken (such as echocardiogram and blood tests) and urgency 

of the situation, the time span from the beginning, when patients start feeling discomfort, to diagnosis 
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result varies from hours to days. Electrocardiogram (ECG) is one of the parameters frequently being 

used in diagnosis of heart failure and correlated abnormalities. Cardiologists use the observation of 

unique ECG features, such as abnormalities presented by atrial fibrillation, myocardial infarction or 

arrhythmia, as one of the factors to carry out clinical diagnosis of myocardial ischemia33-35. Compared 

to these ordinary methods to diagnose heart diseases, computational ECG analysis provides great 

advantages including accurate and faster diagnosis and early prediction of heart failure36,37. Together 

with remote monitoring using wearable devices, it also provides new opportunities for telemedicine. 

However, existing algorithms for diagnosis of heart diseases leave ample room for improvement in 

prediction accuracy and due to limited testing with real-world dataset38-42.  

Since the beginning of 2010s, more and more researches have been focusing on cardiovascular-

related classification with ECG as input in the study of machine learning. It has been proved that when 

dealing with certain types of cardiovascular disease, machine learning can give accurate prediction, 

mostly based with known pattern on ECG43,44. In order to create model with better in performance, 

researchers have applied numerous approaches. Data collection with different time span were applied 

for evaluation under different circumstances. Different data treatment technique (for example, 

dimensional reduction and denoising) has been developed. Moreover, deep learning models with 

different structures and data mining techniques were introduced and compared to enhance the 

performance of classification. To show the advantage of the model in performance over previous 

models, some of the existed studies used previously published datasets, which are known as public 

database, as the source of data for deep learning pipelines. By using data from known public database, 

such as MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database45 and BIDMC congestive Heart Failure database46, researchers 

are able to develop algorithms for different purposes, for example image recognition and pattern 

detection45,47,48. It also provided them a platform to compare and show the robustness and 

performance of their models with other existed models45,49-51, so that the value of the new techniques 

can be emphasized. 

Although DNN also has been applied for ECG data successfully, the previous applications were 

mainly focused on classifying known patterns of arrhythmia52. While the accurate and automatic 

detection of abnormal ECG patterns will greatly aid healthcare decisions, this approach does not fully 

capitalize on the potential of deep learning, which directly learns important features from raw input 

data without relying on a priori knowledge. Recent studies suggest that the patients’ risk of 
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cardiovascular death53 or congestive heart failure54 and cardiac contractile dysfunction55 can be 

predicted by analyzing raw ECG signals. However, the early prediction of the precursors of heart 

failure using raw ECG signals has not been demonstrated. 

Convolutional neural network (CNN) is one type of deep neural network (DNN) that contains 

convolution calculation56. Due to the fact that it has representation learning ability to carries out shift-

invariant classification to input information, CNN is also referred as Shift-Invariant Artificial Neural 

Networks (SIANN)57. Compare with other DNN structures with the same number of hidden units, CNN 

has fewer hyperparameters, thus makes it easier to train. Since in 1995, LeCun, et al. applied CNN 

on handwritten digit recognition58, more and more studies proved that convolutional neural network 

outperforms simple neural networks in many fields, including image recognition59,60, natural language 

processing61 and so on.  

Transfer learning has been widely adopted in deep learning practices to build robust classifiers 

mainly with image datasets62. Particularly, the CNN models pretrained with large numbers of natural 

images available in the ImageNet63 were used as general-purpose image feature extractors to build 

the classifiers in different domains64-68. Furthermore, in the studies with limited dataset, applying 

transfer learning has been proved an effective way to reduce overfitting69. The effective pretrained 

model for time series data, however, is still limited, since no large-scale time series datasets is 

available, making it difficult to extract rich features from time series data. VGGNet is a pre-trained 

model that takes meris of transfer learning, recently proposed by Simonyan, et al70. Different from 

traditional CNN models, VGGNet used 3×3 convolution kernels and 2×2 max pooling. For one, this 

distinctive structure provides better learning ability on features. For another, it further reduces the 

number of hyperparameters. In this study we used VGG19, a VGGNet that contains 19 layers (16 

convolutional layers and 3 fully-connected layers). 

1.5 Application of SENTINEL-HF dataset in this study 

In this study, we were looking for a dataset that we can used to study about the risk of recurrent 

heart failure and related heart failure worsening conditions. The dataset should cover the time span 

from the time that patients discharged from the hospital, to the time that worsening condition shows 

up (if existed). However, due to the lack of study in the subject, exist public databases are not the 

best option to be used in this study. In this circumstance, we used an unprocessed real-life dataset 
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from SENTINEL-HF study71. In Dovancescu, S. et al. original study, they targeted at transthoracic 

bioimpedance as main subject, and they found that it can be used as an indicator of heart failure 

decompensation. During the study, they designed a vest that contains four electrodes that can be 

used to collect data when people wear it. In addition to transthoracic bioimpedance, the vest also 

produces one channel ECG recordings as output. After discharged from hospital from ACHF, patients 

took routine/daily measurement of transthoracic bioimpedance by wearing the vest. Every time each 

person used the equipment, an approximately five minutes single channel ECG were collected. The 

time span of the study started from the day patients discharged from the hospital after receiving 

treatment of ACHF, to the day heart failure worsening recurred (if possible), or for more than 45 days 

if the patient stayed healthy and recovered into better health condition from ACHF. In view of these 

aspects, SENTINEL-HF dataset perfectly match the requirement for this thesis. These single channel 

ECG time series were used as our raw data in this study (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Raw data of five minutes ECG samples from SENTINEL-HF study. Upper: ECG voltage over 

the whole timespan during a piece of early (right after discharged) recording from patients that did not 

experience heart failure worsening during the study. Lower: magnified plot of raw ECG data from the 

same recording. 

Not all of the ECG data from SENTINEL-HF study was being used in this study. We carried out a 

manual data selection and remodeling step. First of all, data from some of the patients were labeled 

“abandoned” in previous SENTINEL-HF study. The reason for these samples being labeled can be 

complicated. For example, it can be either the result of subject quit the program, left incompetence in 

his/her sub-dataset, or the health condition of the patient was not well studied. For either reason, we 
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did not used data from the patients whose data had been labeled as “abandoned”. Next, due to the 

error from equipment, the ECG recordings from some patients can be difficult to be interpreted. As 

shown in Figure 2, large noise covered the whole timespan and the pattern of ECG could not be 

identified. The cause of this phenomenon can be either component damage in the equipment or 

patients did not used the equipment in the correct way. Therefore, after acquiring the raw dataset from 

SENTINEL-HF study, all the recording had been examined and data that was unusable to this thesis 

was excluded. 

 

Figure 2: Example of excluded data that has not been used in this study (the recording was inundated 

with huge noise and un-interpretable pattern). 

In this study, we did not directly used five-minute ECG recordings as our input model. First of all, 

as the sensitivity of the electrodes also provided unwanted noise when patients move the part of body 

and interfere the measurements. This kind of noise often appears at the beginning and at the end of 

the recording (as shown in Figure 1 as well), however sometimes it also exists at the middle of a 

recording. For another, after removing unusable data, the total sample size of five-minutes ECG time 

series is limited. Moreover, five minutes ECG contains unwanted variables that might affect the 

classification result. For example, the heart rate and exact time length for each recording differs a lot. 

In order to take into consistency, we used a customized strategy to remodel samples into five 

heartbeat ECG time series. The five cycles form not only enlarged the sample size, but also created 

the advantage that the transition pattern of ECG (both the pattern from QRS interval to the next QRS 

interval, and from T wave to the next T wave) between heartbeats can be taken into consideration. 

Many public database data, for example ECG 20072, contains only single heartbeat ECG time series.  
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Among the dataset that covers the entire time span, the earliest data that contains patients’ ECG 

within the time span of short time after they discharged from hospital were focused as the main target 

for this thesis. These earliest data were then labeled as (1) early heart failure worsening indicator 

(class HF) or (2) normal (class N) in accordance with the health status of the patient during the main 

SENTINEL-HF study and corresponding followed up period (see Materials and Method for details). 

 The application of unprocessed real-life dataset can sometimes be limited by imperfection of data 

collected. As shown in Figure 3, raw ECG data in SENTINEL-HF study also exhibited difference in 

the pattern between different equipment and subjects. Morphologically speaking, same patter existed 

in all recording from the same patient, and can hardly be eliminated by pre-processing of raw data 

(such as normalization). Due to the fact that the data collection process requires patient’s manual 

operation (wear the device), the ECG data, recorded by the electrodes, were often not collected with 

unified standard. Other possible cause can be the difference in individual equipment. But on the other 

hand, imperfection is one of the disadvantages of unprocessed real-life dataset which we had 

forecasted. The data in majority public dataset were manually selected, many of which had been pre-

processed with techniques such as interpolation and resizing72. Unlike other public datasets, 

SENTINEL-HF dataset has unpredictability in different situations. Therefore, pre-processing and post-

processing for the raw data and features are extremely important before applying classifier for 

prediction. Meanwhile, the workflow must be robust enough to overcome the imperfection of the 

samples.  

1.6 Manifold learning and dimensionality reduction techniques 

In the idea of manifold learning, high-dimensional data can often be embedded into low-

dimensional form for ease of observation73. Due to the limitation within the high dimensional structure, 

the redundant of dimensionality can exist. Supervised and unsupervised linear dimensionality 

reduction frameworks, such as PCA, transform components from high-dimensional form into 

corresponding low-dimensional vector by linear function/relationship74. However manifold learning 

uses another strategy, non-linear dimensionality reduction technique, in which the low-dimensional 

output components are given by non-linear function of the components of high-dimensional input75. 

Compare with linear dimensionality reduction, manifold learning is more sensitive to non-linear 

structure in data, thus creates better preservation in local structure of the dataset, which reflect the 
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interpretation of distance between points within the same clusters73. Like linear dimensional reduction 

frameworks, manifold learning can be either supervised or unsupervised. In this thesis we used 

unsupervised approached, in which the model learned from the high-dimensional structure of the data 

by itself without providing pre-determined label. 

 

Figure 3: Comparison of raw ECG data and transformed image exhibit sample individuality that is 

observable, applied rainbow colormap for ease of visualization 
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Traditional manifold learning frameworks include Isomap, locally linear Embedding (LLE), 

modified locally linear embedding (MLLE), t-SNE (which we also previously used to visualized the 

VGG19-PCA features) and so on, has been widely applied in different applications that requires 

dimensional reduction to enhance performance and reduce computational time76-81. In this thesis, we 

selected a different framework, Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP). Compared 

with t-SNE, one of the other manifold learning frameworks that has been most widely used in all sorts 

of applications, UMAP is more time-efficient, and preserves not only data’s local structure, but also 

the global structure of the dataset82. While local structure shows the difference between data within 

the same type with different distance between points in the same cluster, global structure reflects the 

difference between different clusters with distance between different clusters83. By controlling one 

important parameter n_neighbors in UMAP, different of neiboring points can be connected when 

constructing the low-dimensional representation of the high-dimensional structure. In order to test the 

effect of global and local structure preservation on classification performance, we applied grid 

searching technique over n_neighbors and min_dist. In that way, the balance between global and 

local structure preservation can be achieved.  

Chapter 2: Materials and Methods 

2.1 Raw data preparation, five heart-beat structure remodeling and sample 

selection 

SENTINEL-HF is a prospective study of patients discharged after hospitalization for acute 

decompensated heart failure (ADHF) associated with sudden or gradual worsening of heart failure 

symptoms23. The original complete dataset from SENTINEL-HF study contains ECG recordings from 

82 different patients. However, not all of the data was being used in this thesis. We carried out data 

selection step twice. The primary data selection excluded raw data that was labeled with “abandoned” 

or visually inspected as uninterpretable. After the primary data selection, we applied a customized five 

heartbeat ECG extraction method, as shown in Figure 4. A peak detection algorithm was used to 

record S wave locations in MATLAB (MathWorks), by extracting out the location of the minimum of 

the valley that is less than 95% of the data. We used the MATLAB built-in function findpeaks with 5% 

quantile as ‘MinPeakHeight’ and 100 as 'MinPeakDistance'. At each location of S wave in ECG signal, 

sub-segments with five consecutive heartbeats were extracted. The followed-up sub-segment started 
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consecutively from one heartbeat behind the start of the previous sub-segment. During the training 

set preparation, we visually inspected the ECG data and removed data with artifacts (including large 

noises and missing/extra parts). At the end, we selected 4415 five heartbeats ECG time series among 

the whole-time span in SENTINEL-HF study from 32 patients.  

2.2 Early data identification and class labeling 

We selected the earliest ECG data (from the first 1-5 recorded days depending on data availability) 

from the patients who experienced later heart failure or heart failure worsening indicators during 

Dovancescu, et al. study (include follow-up period) as the precursor of heart failure worsening71. For 

the patients who were not rehospitalized or experience HF-worsening within the span of the study, we 

selected data from earliest five recordings as the normal group. In this way, ECG segments were 

categorized into two classes: 

⚫ Class HF (Rehospitalized, HF-worsening or HF): The early data from patients who later 

experienced HF-worsening and/or cardiac ischemic-related heart failure during the study and 

follow-up period. 

⚫ Class N: The data from the earliest five days of patients who were not rehospitalized or 

experience HF-worsening during the study and follow-up period. 

We verified 275 five heartbeats ECG time series. The samples were acquired from the previously 

selected dataset for the entire timespan. It contains data from 29 patients. Early data from heart failure 

worsening (HF) contains 150 ECG time series (from 18 different subjects), and the normal data (N) 

contains 125 ECG time series (from 11 different subjects, Figure 5A). Figure 5B shows the distribution 

of the data in different time range before rehospitalization (from HF class). 

After manual selection and labeling the five heartbeat ECG time series, we applied min-max 

normalization on each segment as follows:  

𝑋 =
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒 − min (𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒)

max (𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒) − min (𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒)
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Figure 4: Remodeling of five minutes ECG time series into five heartbeat ECG time series. Upper: 

Schematic of raw ECG time series remodeling into five heartbeat ECG time series. Lower: example 

of resultant five heartbeat ECG time series. 

 

Figure 5: Distribution of data and source subjects among Class HF and N (A) and distribution of data 

in early dataset in accordance with distance in time to rehospitalization, which has been recognized 

as class HF (B). 
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2.3 Transformation from 1D time series into 2D images 

We transferred normalized time series X to 2D greyscale images with Gramian Angular 

Summation Field (using GASF() and fit_transform() functions in pyts.image python package). GASF 

transformed 1D time series to 2D images by scaling time series into a normalized interval, followed 

by converting them into polar coordinate and calculating angular perspective among two different time 

points84: 

x̃𝑖 =
𝑥𝑖 − max(𝑋) + 𝑥𝑖 − min (𝑋)

max(𝑋) − min (𝑋)
 

ϕ = arccos(x̃𝑖) , −1 ≤ x̃𝑖 ≤ 1, x̃𝑖 ∈ �̃� 

r =
𝑡𝑖
𝑁

, 𝑡𝑖 ∈ 𝑁 

GASF𝑖𝑗 = cos (ϕi + ϕj) 

 For the parameters in GASF, we used overlapping = False to avoid Piece Aggregation 

Approximation (PAA) resizing for the time series and scale = -1 to set up boundaries for scaled time 

series �̃�. After time series was transformed into gray-scaled images, we duplicated the images for 

three times to create RGB images as input for CNN. The resultant RGB images, as shown in were 

transferred and resized from ECG with varying temporal lengths into images with 224×224 in size by 

using resize function from cv2 module, as the input for VGG19 (Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6: Transformation of ECG time series into 2D images by GASF, applied rainbow colormap for 

ease of visualization. 

2.4 Feature extraction with VGG19 pre-trained neural network 

The pre-trained VGG19 model took 2D images containing five beats ECG time series information 
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as input and produced features of these images as output. It contains 19 layers (16 convolutional 

layers and 3 fully-connected layers), and we extracted features after the first fully connected layer 

(FC1), which has a dimension of 4096 (Figure 7). The transfer learning model was weighted with 

ImageNet. After feature extraction, we applied PCA to reduce the dimension of raw features into 500 

before applying classifier. We visualized VGG19-PCA500 features with t-Distributed Stochastic 

Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE)81.  

In order to reduce the negative effect of redundant features extracted from VGG19, in the initial 

attempt we used Principal Component Analysis (PCA)85 dimensional reduction technique to eliminate 

the features that does not contains features that represent key patterns in ECG. These unwanted 

features can be regarded as noise, which has small influence in the illustration of morphological 

patterns of ECG curves, some of them might even bring negative influence. Here we used the entire 

dataset (4415 data) through image transformation, feature extraction of VGG19 and PCA dimensional 

reduction instead of directly processing through the earliest data. For one, the increase in the number 

of data create a “buffer” effect to PCA. PCA components act as linear combination of variables. The 

maximum number of components that 275 earliest data can have is 275 number of components. The 

reduction in that much number of dimensions might miss some important features. For another, using 

entire dataset provides higher learning ability for the model to distinguish the most important features 

from ECG time series. We trained a multilayer perceptron (MLP)86 neural network using these VGG19-

PCA features to build binary classifiers for the training data of Group HF and Group N with earliest 

275 data only.  

2.5 Multilayer perceptron neural network classification 

We trained a multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network using these VGG19-PCA features to 

build binary classifiers for the training data of Group HF and Group N. The classification used earliest 

data only. The whole training process was repeated 10 duplicated runs. Each run had random splitting 

of training (include validation) and testing sets with proportion of 0.8:0.2 respectively.  

It consists of three neural network blocks. The first and second block consists of a FC layer (output 

dimensionality of 128 and 64, respectively, 0.01 for ‘regularizers.l2’), Batch Normalization (BN) layer, 

ReLU activation and Dropout layer (drop fraction of 0.5). The third block consists of FC layer with 
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Softmax activation.  

Figure 7: Schematics of VGG19 model we used for feature extraction. Features were extracted from 

FC1 (green), followed by PCA dimensional reduction (grey). 

Within the training set, we further used 10-fold sample-wise cross validation (to split training set 

and validation set). The classification model was fit on the training set, validated on 10 fold cross 

validation, with 64 epochs and class weight, which was calculated using compute_class_weight() 

function in sklearn.utils module. An early stop was used with minimum validation loss to prevent 

overfitting. The model was then used to predict label on test dataset. 

In order to prove the hypothesis of existence of sample individuality, we further carried out a 

leave-one-subject-out cross validation. Each time, data from one individual patient was selected as 

the test set, while the data from the other 28 patients was selected as the training set. In order to 

further create randomness, we carried out 10-fold cross validation among the training set. The leave-

one-subject-out cross validation was carried out for 29 times (because there were 29 patients in total). 

The test results from the same fold were concatenated together and regarded as the same run (for 

example, test results from fold 1 of all 29 leave-one-subject-out cross validation were regarded as run 

1). In that way, the test result was weighted based on data source from different subject, meanwhile 

created a fluctuation due to randomness. 

2.6 Standardization for sample individuality removal 

 In order to remove the sample individuality and clustering, we applied a simple, but successful 

standardization technique on the feature extracted from VGG19-PCA workflow. We used 

StandardScaler from sklearn.preprocessing module to carry out the standardization. In order to 
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remove the same distinctive pattern over VGG19-PCA features from the same subject/patient, 

standardization was applied to the data within the same patient in the direction of component-wise. 

The standardization was carried out on 29 batches, in each batch sample from one subject (patient) 

was fitted and transformed separately as follow (where x is the extracted feature from the same 

component, u and s are the mean and standard deviation of x, respectively): 

z =
𝑥 − 𝑢

𝑠
 

2.7 Training classifier with support vector machine (SVM) 

 In order to implement the pipeline, we also applied another classifier, support vector machine 

(SVM)87 instead of MLP classifier in the initial appraoch. In the main pipe line, the features extracted 

from VGG19-PCA-ST-UMAP structure were classified with Support Vector Machine classifier (SVM) 

after standardization and UMAP manifold learning. Due to the fact that in the initial attempt (no 

parameter tuning on UMAP, n_neighbors and min_dist were default values of 15 and 0.1, respectively), 

visualization on the first two component of UMAP showed boundary between class HF and class N 

with circular shape (Figure 8). Then, using UMAP embedding with the optimum parameters, we 

trained the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier with a radial basis function kernel (most suitable 

to separate circular boundary). 

2.8 Hyperparameter testing 

Due to the fact that the specific effect of each parameter to classification performance remains 

unknown, we used a customized technique for parameter searching for UMAP parameters of 

n_components, n_neighbors, and min_dist, and SVM parameters of gamma and c to get the 

combination of parameters with the optimum performance. The first step involves acquiring the 

optimum parameter for n_neighbors and min_dist. We examined parameter searching for all 

combination of n_neighbors, in value of 2,3,5,7,10,15,20,25,30,40,50,75 and 100, and min_dist, in 

value of 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1. For simplicity, all calculations were carried 

out on UMAP with 25 number of components to get optimum n_neighbors and min_dist parameters 

first. A grid searching was carried out for the combination of parameters gamma and c on the 

magnitude of 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, and 1000 (7*7 matrix with 49 results in total), with 
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GridSearchCV function from sklearn.model_selection module. Summation was carried out for each 

point with its surrounding neighbors to create a 5*5 sum matrix, as shown in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 8: Visualization of initial attempt of the pipeline with default parameters in UMAP (n_neighbors 

= 15, min_dist = 0.1). 

The further randomized search was carried out to the region that has the largest sum with 

RandomizedSearchCV function from the same module. During grid search and random search, cv 

was set with PredefinedSplit function from the same module, to create cross-validation, each time 

data from one patient was set as the test set while the others were used as the training set. The region 

was further divided into nine small blocks, each range from 0.5× to 5× for both its corresponding 

gamma and c values. Each block was iterated for 55 times (495 times for each combination of UMAP 

parameters), and the parameters with the best mean accuracy score were selected as the best 

parameter found for the specific combination of UMAP parameters. After the primary parameters for 

UMAP was decided, the same grid-randomized searching mechanism was applied to find out the 

optimum number of UMAP output components, and corresponding gamma and c values in SVM. 
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Figure 9: Example of initial step of parameter searching (in this case, maximum in summation field 

assigned boundaries of secondary random searching in nine small blocks with grid of gamma in the 

value of 0.05, 0.5, 5, 50 and c in the value of 5, 50, 500, 5000). 

2.9 Comparative methods as alternatives 

 In order to show the ability of GASF in interpretation of ECG patterns, we used Markov Transition 

Field and Recurrence Plot as comparison (using MTF(), RP() and fit_transform() functions in 

pyts.image python package)84,88. As shown in Figure 10, similar as GASF, we duplicated the output 

gray-scaled images for three times as the RGB images input for CNN. As for MTF, a time series X is 

divided into Q quantile bins and each xi is assigned into the corresponding qj. By applying first-order 

Markov chain, an Q×Q sized adjacency matrix W with frequency wi,j (a point in qj also fall into qi) can 

be calculated84. In this way, a time series can be converted to a 2D MTF matrix as follow: 

MTF = [

𝑤𝑖𝑗|𝑥1∈𝑞𝑖,𝑥1∈𝑞𝑗
 ⋯ 𝑤𝑖𝑗|𝑥1∈𝑞𝑖,𝑥𝑛∈𝑞𝑗

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑤𝑖𝑗|𝑥𝑛∈𝑞𝑖,𝑥1∈𝑞𝑗

⋯ 𝑤𝑖𝑗|𝑥𝑛∈𝑞𝑖,𝑥𝑛∈𝑞𝑗

] 

As for RP, a time series is converted into its extracted trajectories, where m is the dimension of 

trajectories and τ is the time delay, and RP is calculated as the pairwise distance matrix between 

trajectories. We used 10% (default) as our percentage threshold ϵ: 

x⃗ = (𝑥𝑖, 𝑥𝑖+𝜏, … , 𝑥𝑖+(𝑚−1)𝜏), ∀𝑖∈ {1,… , 𝑛 − (𝑚 − 1)𝜏} 

𝑅𝑃𝑖𝑗 = 𝜃(𝜖 − ||x⃗ 𝑖 − x⃗ 𝑗||), ∀𝑖,𝑗∈ {1,… , 𝑛 − (𝑚 − 1)𝜏} 

For both methods, the resultant RGB images were transferred and resized from ECG with varying 
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temporal lengths into images with 224×224 in size by using resize function from cv2 module, as the 

input of VGG19. As for these two methods, all the other steps remained constant. 

We also tested the roles of the other components in our pipeline. To test the roles of SVM, we 

replaced SVM with MLP and trained the classifier (denoted as MLP). The previous pipeline associated 

with MLP classifier was further implemented with standardization and UMAP dimensional reduction 

as well. 

We also experiment to quantitatively show how essential the feature standardization and UMAP 

steps are. NO_UMAP classifier contains all the other steps, but the data was classified with SVM right 

after standardization without UMAP dimensional reduction. And NO_STD classifier contains all the 

other steps, but the data has been processed through PCA dimension reduction and UMAP dimension 

reduction without feature standardization. 

 

Figure 10: Schematics of image transformation process of a five heartbeat ECG time series into 2D 

images with different image transformation methods of GASF, MTF, and RP 

To understand the roles of VGG19 feature extraction in our pipeline, we removed it from our 

pipeline anddirectly reduced the dimensionality of ECG time series using UMAP (UMAP_Only) and 

PCA (PCA_Only), followed by SVM training. For UMAP_Only, since the effect from different 

parameters and length on classification performance, we further applied hyperparameter searching 

on different parameters and length. As for PCA_Only, ECG was reduced to 115 dimensions that 

retained 95% variance. We also tested with another pre-trained framework (ResNet50)89 for feature 
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extraction as comparison. 

Chapter 3: Results 

3.1 PCA dimensional reduction and 2D visualization with t-SNE on the 

reduced features 

 As shown in Figure 11, during the PCA dimensional reduction, although after the number 

of components increased to 50, the explained variance ratio was less than 0.001, we further 

found the cumulative explained variance reached 0.9945 at 500 number of components 

(compared with 0.9409 at 50 number of components). Therefore, PCA was applied to reduced 

the feature dimension from 4096 to 500, which retained more features that could be 

informative to classification and representation of ECG patterns. 

We visualized the VGG19-PCA500 features through t-SNE on 2D scale. As shown in 

Figure 12, the plots exhibit an interesting phenomenon, that instead of clustering upon 

different classes (HF or N), the embedding result tend to form clusters based on the source 

of the data, which we referred as “patient clusters”. On the other hand, the difference in the 

clustering pattern of class HF and class N can be hardly observed. This phenomenon was 

later proved causing unwanted effects in classification. 

 

Figure 11: Cumulative explained variance ratio (EVR) and explained variance ratio plot with 

number of components from 1 to 500 
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3.2 Initial Classification based on MLP neural network classifier 

 The initial attempt of classification with MLP classifier showed promising result at first 

glance. The result shows that the average test accuracy of using pre-trained VGG19 to 

distinguish among different groups was 81.27±5.88%. 

Although the initial classification over the pre-trained VGG19 features showed promising 

result, we hypothesize that due to the existence of patient cluster phenomenon, which can 

be observed during visualization, the result was affected that instead of predicting based on 

different classes, the model predicted based on different patients. In order to prove this, 

hypothesize, we further carried out a leave-one-subject-out cross validation. The 

corresponding average test accuracy showed huge reduction in performance to 50.84±4.16%. 

This result suggests that due to the effect of patient clusters, the VGG19 features themselves 

could incur a high degree of overfitting, and it is necessary to remove non-clinical patient bias 

from the VGG19-PCA features while retaining the heart failure-relevant information. 

Meanwhile, instead of predicting based on pattern of feature difference in class HF and class 

N, the model distinguished the distinctive pattern from each patient and predicted based on 

these differences.  

 

Figure 12: t-SNE visualization on 2D scale with class labels (left) and patient labels (right, 

each color represent one individual patient that provided ECG data) 
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The result for the primary classification and prediction provided two interpretations. On 

the one hand, this prediction cannot prove that whether the pipeline can actually be used to 

predict as the early indicator for recurrent heart failure worsening. But on the other hand, the 

distinction between different patients also represent the sensitivity of the model regarding 

distinctive features extracted from VGG19. 

3.3 Balancing global and local data structures by UMAP 

After applying the implementation on the pipeline, the sample individuality was eliminated (As 

shown in Figure 8). After applying UMAP dimensional reduction technique, the first two component of 

UMAP shows circular boundary between clusters of HF and N. We reasoned that UMAP balancing 

global and local data structures was able to preserve the clinically relevant global information while 

disregarded the local non-clinical patient individuality. The hyperparameter, n_neighbors of UMAP 

controls this balancing act, and min_dist controls the tightness between points. The 2D visualization 

(Figure 13A) showed that UMAP with small n_neighbors = 3 preferentially preserved the local clusters 

while the large n_neighbors (≥ 15) better conserved the global clinically relevant information. To 

quantitatively assess the performance for different combinations of UMAP hyperparameters, we 

applied grid searching to find out the optimum parameters in SVM. The classification was carried out 

with 13 different n_neighbors parameters and 11 different min_dist parameters.  

The classification result shows that the performance was better with large n_neighbor (≥ 15) 

parameters and small min_dist (≤ 0.2) (Figure 13B). This result suggests that balancing local and 

global data structures by UMAP is vital in predicting HF-related events while minimizing overfitting. 

The optimum performance was achieved when n_neighbors = 30 and min_dist = 0. In ease of 

calculation and time-efficiency, this combination of parameters was kept in use for alternatives of MTF, 

RP, ResNet, MLP and NO_ST. 

3.4 Implemented new pipeline with standardization, manifold learning of 

UMAP and SVM classifier 

The parameter searching in UMAP showed that the combination of combination of gamma = 30 

and c = 0 preserved the best balance of global and local structure balance, thus create the optimum 
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performance in classification. After applying UMAP, HF-related classes form the clear circular shape 

boundary (Figure 14A, left) while the small patient clusters had been eliminated (Figure 14A, right). 

The patient-wise clustering of ECG signals was no longer observed. The data from the same subject 

now scatters all around within the cluster. In fact, the new feature extraction pipeline segregated the 

data only into the HF-related classes into the center of the plot as one large cluster.  

We applied the same classification technique previously used to evaluate the model. As for testing 

set, we applied 29 leave-one-subject(patient)-out classification, and for model selection and validation 

we applied 10-fold cross-validation. Due to the fact that the length of number of components from 

UMAP stays unknown, we further applied another grid searching from 1 component to 100 

components. By applying the customized parameter search technique for hyper-parameter tuning, we 

found optimum parameters at components of UMAP = 35, n_neighbors = 30, min_dist = 0.0, gamma 

= 0.45, and C = 20.55, with average test accuracy of 91.48%±0.31% and area under receiver 

operating characteristics (AuROC) of 0.9470 (Figure 14C, D). This result demonstrated that the model 

has the feasibility of the early prediction of heart failure worsening based on ECG signals. 

3.5 Roles of each computational step in our pipeline 

 The detailed classification results and corresponding optimum parameter combination being used 

to achieve the classification result is shown in Table 1. As for UMAP_Only, optimum parameters were 

found in parameter search at components of UMAP = 21, n_neighbors = 100, min_dist = 0.0, gamma 

= 0.33, and C = 38.88. The average weighted accuracy was 85.56%±0.18%, which is significantly 

lower than the performance of the main workflow (Figure 14C, Table 1). For PCA_Only, the 

classification accuracy was 45.49%±0.95% (Figure 14C, Table 1). Furthermore, VGG19 features were 

shown to provide richer features to the downstream UMAP, resulting in a significant boost of the 

performance (denoted as Main approach in Figure 14C). 

As for alternative in associated with feature extraction of ResNet50 (RESNET), similar to VGG19, 

the features also showed segregation of class clusters in 2D UMAP plot (Figure 14B). The patient 

individuality has been eliminated. However, the boundary between the cluster of Class HF with Class 

N is not as distinct as the feature processed with VGG19. More data scatters around and invade into 

the boundary, resulting in a region that contains both classes of data. With n_neighbors of 30 and 

min_dist of 0.0 for UMAP, the optimum average weighted test accuracy was 84.62%±0.34% (number 
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of UMAP components = 8, gamma ≈ 0.44 and c ≈ 20.55). 

 

 
Figure 13: Balancing global and local data structure by UMAP. (A) 2 dimensional UMAP visualization 

with min_dist = 0.0 and n_neighbors parameters set to 3, 15, 30 and 100. (B) Randomized search 

weighted scoring results with varying n_neighbors and min_dist hyper-parameters to balance global 

and local structures of the features based on main approach dataset with 35 n_components 
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Table 1: Optimum classification performance main approach and alternative pipelines achieved and 

corresponding parameters  

As for alternatives method MLP, we found optimum performance when number of UMAP 

components = 2, average weighted test accuracy was 82.18%±2.70%. As a comparison, our method 

with VGG19 and SVM has much higher performance in accuracy, precision, recall and F1 score 

(Figure 14C) than MLP case. 

As for NO_UMAP, we applied t-SNE visualization with the features before classification, we were 

not able to see any segregation of data, either among HF class labels or patients label (Figure 15). 

Although the standardization step was proven to be useful to remove patient individuality, we were 

not able to successfully classify features into different classes without UMAP (classification accuracy: 

47.97%±0.39%). As for NO_STD, the 2D UMAP plot showed segregation among patient clusters 

(Figure 16, right), while the large clusters of the HF classes could not be observed (Figure 16, left). 

The best performance was found with the test accuracy of 59.82%±0.88% with optimum parameters 

of UMAP components = 19, gamma ≈ 16.06, and c ≈ 5.21. 
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Figure 14: Classification performance on feature extracted from early prediction of heart failure 

worsening ECG data. (A-B) 2D UMAP visualization of the standardized features from the methodology 

associated with raw feature extraction with VGG19 (A) and ResNet50 (B) models. Left of (A-B): 

Labeled with different classes (HF/N). Right of (A-B): Each color represents one individual patients. 

(C) Classification performance among the main approach and alternatives (D) Receiver Operating 

Characteristic among the classification result from main approach and alternatives (red: mean ROC 

curve of main approach, mean Auc = 0.9716; grey: UMAP_only, mean Auc = 0.9203; claret: PCA_only, 

mean Auc = 0.4149; blue: MLP, mean Auc = 0.9196; green: RESNET, mean Auc = 0.8879; purple: 

NO_UMAP, mean Auc = 0.5038; orange: NO_STD, mean Auc = 0.4295; transparent thin curves: 95% 

confidence interval among 10 folds). 
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Figure 15: 2D t-sne visualization on No_UMAP (Left: class label. Right: patient label, each color 

represents one individual patient) 

 

Figure 16: 2D UMAP visualization on No_STD (Left: class label. Right: patient label, each color 

represents one individual patient) 

We also tested the importance of GASF transformation in our pipeline. With Markov Transition 

Field (MTF), and Recurrence Plot (RP), (see Methods section for detail), we applied the same 

structure of our main approach. By visualizing through the first two components of UMAP, the class 

boundary between group HF and group N was not as obvious as that from GASF (Figure 17A). 

However, the segregation of data forming small patient clusters was no longer present in all plots, 

indicating the methodology was valid in eliminating sample individuality with other image 

transformation methods as well. Significantly lower classification performances and AUC also suggest 

the better performance of GASF (Figure 17B,C, Table 1).  
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Figure 17: Classification performance comparison among different image transformation methods. (A) 

2D UMAP visualization of VGG19-PCA features using MTF (left) and RP (right). (B) Classification 

performance among different transformation methods. (C) Receiver Operating Characteristic curves 

(mean GASF = 0.9716; mean MTF = 0.8380; mean RP = 0.8794; transparent thin curves: 95% 

confidence interval among 10 folds). 

 

Chapter 4: Conclusion and outlook 

The initial approach in this study started by testing the sensitivity of the model with the entire 

dataset of SENTINEL-HF real-life dataset. The approach aimed at showing classification robustness 

of the model distinguishing time-series data with different patterns. The raw inputs of the model were 

images that transferred from five heartbeat ECG time series by Gramian Angular Summation Field 

(GASF). The extraction of features was carried out by pre-trained model VGG19 weighted with 

ImageNet, while the classification was carried out by a multilayer perceptron (MLP) classifier. Although 

the initial result shows promising in classification performance, it also shows sample individuality. The 

sample individuality found in the initial approach created bias during classification. Instead of 

distinguishing the common pattern among different class (heart failure or normal), the classifier 

recognized the same pattern among the same subject/patient. Therefore, a standardization was 

applied after the step of PCA dimensional reduction (which aims at removing features that is not useful, 

or can cause negative effect), followed by a UMAP dimensional reduction (which aims at further create 

clusters among same classes with better balanced local and global structure). We also found Support 

Vector Machine (SVM) outperforms than MLP in this scenario of prediction on early recurrent heart 
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failure indication. 

The comparison between the main approach and alternatives proved that all the components in 

the workflow of VGG19-PCA-ST-UMAP-SVM are essential to carry out the most accurate prediction 

on early recurrent heart failure indication with the real-life dataset from SENTINEL-HF study. Although 

feature extraction from ResNet50 model also exhibited promising result, VGG19 outperforms it with 

classification performance. Meanwhile as for classifier, SVM outperforms than MLP with less 

calculation time and better prediction ability and distinguishing early heart failure indication and normal 

cases. Furthermore, switching to other image transformation technique (MTF and RP) showed lower 

classification performance and AUC, suggest GASF in the ability to interpret and emphasize the 

pattern in ECG which indicates the likelihood of recurrent heart failure. Although the grey scaled image 

transformed by MTF and RP showed more information than the image transformed by GASF (Figure 

10), the redundancy in the information acted as noise and caused negative effect in feature extraction. 

Most of all, comparing with the result from NO_ST, the success in applying standardization step to 

remove sample individuality makes the classification focused on the distinctive features that indicates 

the early sign of heart failure.  

With the increase in n_neighbors parameter, UMAP tend to present more of the global structure 

of the data. However, the classification performance at n_neighbors = 30 was much better than when 

n_neighbors was even larger. The hyperparameter study suggests that although the preservation of 

global structure is one of the advantages of UMAP, the classification works best when global structure 

and local structure reaches a balance. When UMAP was not applied to the features, as shown in 

Figure 14, although standardization removed sample individuality (no more subject clusters), the 

segregation of class clusters cannot be successfully carried out without processing with UMAP 

dimensional reduction. These results suggest that the manifold learning by UMAP played a critical 

role in our pipeline to re-gather and present the most important feature in low-dimensional structure 

after standardization. It allowed us to achieve a good performance, even directly using ECG time 

series as the input. Therefore, we find out that parameters that are influential in global structure and 

local structure preservation, for example n_neighbors and min_dist, and output dimensionality 

n_components, should be examined before applying the post-processed features with optimum 

UMAP parameters on classifiers. 
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The previous deep learning studies were focused on detecting heart failure events, which limits 

the ability of the early prediction54,90. Here, we showed the feasibility of predicting the precursor of 

heart failure (heart failure-worsening), which enables early alerts and interventions of heart failure 

worsening. The performance of studies in the relationship between heart failure worsening and ECG 

is highly restricted to the proper positioning of electrodes. Unlike the data in majority public databases 

that has been widely accepted and used in other studies, which was recorded by professionals with 

highly precise equipment, raw data in this study was recorded by patients themselves at home with 

close-fitting vest which carries four electrodes. This study provides a new approach in classifying ECG 

across different channels and improper positioning of electrodes, and a solution in detecting heart 

failure worsening with portable health care devices.  

The result from this study is promising. However, it also has few limitations. First of all, the early 

dataset only contains 275 data from 29 patients in total. In order to make sure VGG19-PCA500 feature 

extraction model captures the most representative features, the early dataset was required to combine 

with later data to achieve better performance. The limitation of sample size also limits the scale of the 

study in predicting whether the data exhibiting early sign of recurrent heart failure. With a larger 

sample and subject size, the prediction can be carried out more quantitatively. For example, the 

likelihood of a person is going to have recurrent heart failure after discharged from hospital. And if 

heart failure is likely to recur, how far is it from the day of discharge (multi-classes classification instead 

of binary classification). However, the result in this study actually provided a future path that, it is 

possible to mix raw ECG data extracted from different studies once they are in accordance with the 

same standard (for example, contains same amount of channels and location/positioning of the 

electrodes), so that sample size can be enlarged easily. Another limitation is that this study is only 

applicable to single channel ECG, while the effect and adjustment of this approach with multi-channel 

ECG. In hospitals, when cardiologists measure ECG on patients, the maximum number of leads is 

usually 12, the ECG data being applied in clinics is often in 12 channel form. Therefore, one of our 

future work related to this project is implementing the methodology to use conventional multiple ECG 

channels, which is expected to produce better results. 

From the clinical perspective, the existence of this methodology provided a potential solution and 

evaluation method for patient recovery after initial treatment of heart failure (during discharge). With 

proper, routine measurement of ECG, the status of patient and risk for heart failure worsening can be 
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measured remotely when patients are at home, instead of visiting hospitals for weekly re-examination, 

which is more convenient and efficient. However, before applying the methodology to clinical practices, 

there is one aspect that should be taken into consideration. The clinical practices mean the 

methodology works for majority of people, therefore, we must prove that the methodology can still 

have good performance with larger dataset and sample size.  

Analyzing time series data with the transformation into image-based data provided a practical 

approach in transfer learning. Transfer learning with pre-trained model provides the result with high 

accuracy but short computation time and increases the feasibility of machine learning applications in 

the medical field. To some extent, the application of this approach is not only limited to the prediction 

of Other possible applications of this technique include analysis of the Electroencephalogram (EEG) 

in epilepsy detection91, Electroretinogram (ERG) in congenital stationary night blindness diagnosis92, 

and the classification/clustering of dynamic cellular phenotypes93. However, depending on different 

datasets and applications, the detailed methodology and components might vary. When the raw data 

is acquired, depending on the data type, different pre-processing method might be applied for 

adoptability. If the raw data is in image form, it can be directly used as input for our machine learning 

models. However, if the data type is time series, it should be transferred into images first (similar to 

our approach of using GASF). Then the size of dataset should be taken in to consideration for feature 

extraction model selection. Similar to this study, transfer learning might be a good choice for small 

dataset to avoid overfitting. However, different models, for example conventional CNN and LSTM 

might also be tested at the beginning and compare the performance to select the most suitable model 

for specific dataset. The feature extraction step is followed by an optional initials dimensional reduction 

step to remove undesired redundancy in dimensions and simplify dataset. After visualization on 2D 

structure (UMAP, t-SNE or PCA), depending on clustering situation (whether sample individuality 

exists), a standardization step can be added before manifold learning and classification. For example, 

with samples collected from very accurate and uniform equipment from the same subject, the sample 

individuality might not be significant, therefore the step of standardization might not be required. 

Because when applying UMAP, the condition of local and global structure is often significantly different 

depending on specific dataset, in the manifold learning (UMAP) step a parameter searching step 

should be included (in associated with classification method) to find out the optimum balance (trade-

off) between local and global structures in their influence at classification performance. The detailed 
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flow chart is shown in Figure 18 below. 

In conclusion, in this thesis, we developed a time series transfer learning pipeline, which can 

effectively classify patients’ ECG time series data into important clinical conditions without detecting 

known abnormal ECG rhythms. With the pre-trained convolutional neural network on its application 

to heart failure screening, high accuracy was achieved with the inputs that consist of transferred 2D 

images from 1D time series, followed by the feature standardization and manifold learning. For the 

prediction of early sign of recurrent heart failure worsening, the feature standardization and UMAP 

manifold learning in our pipeline are able to effectively remove the nonclinical patient individuality and 

keep the information highly relevant to the heart failure worsening. Furthermore, with the structure of 

combining the standardized VGG19 features with UMAP, we conclude that our new approach can 

carry out high-performance classification with data that contains individuality from sources and sample 

bias. 

 

Figure 18: Suggested workflow of the application of this methodology on other dataset and studies 
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